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SoftAtHome sells software products
to make the home smarter

A GREAT LINE OF PRODUCTS

Make the Internet experience great again
Connect’ON transforms Operator Home Gateways
into fully reliable services delivery platforms.

A VISION

A COMPANY
So connected things can be smart

Today, the home is at the center of our Digital life
with the number of connected devices growing
exponentially from 10 per household to 50 in 2020.

Things’ON simplifies and automates daily
routines within the home so that connected
things can interact seamlessly.

Video, over and under the top
Watch’ON fuels end-to-end Pay TV software
product combining the best of broadband,
broadcast and OTT.

In this context, connectivity at home should be like the
air we breathe available everywhere so that users just
use and enjoy their services.
At SoftAtHome, operators are playing a central role
in providing the next generation of Digital Home
experiences with seamless connectivity, providing a
new level of customer experience that hides underlying
complexity and is designed with in-built security and
privacy.
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people

SoftAtHome products power digital home services,
running directly on the device (Home Gateways, SetTop Boxes, OTT boxes, NAS, Wi-Fi extenders and
repeaters, IoT Hubs, In-Home Energy displays, Smart
speakers, etc.) or in the cloud.
Based on open standards, SoftAtHome products
leverage an open ecosystem and enable a wide range
of services for operators (TelCos, Broadcasters, Energy
suppliers, Insurance Companies, etc.) so as to delight
their customers with the best of technologies available
for the digital home.

Keep calm and Wi-Fi on
Wifi’ON ensures all devices at
home always benefit from the best
wireless experience.

Protect and serve the digital home
Secure’ON monitors all in-home devices
identifying and isolating any suspicious
behavior.

Fixing the Home in the blink of an eye
Eyes’ON uses gathered data to empower
technicians, streamline support and boost
customer experience.
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